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Parts Listing fOr aLL systEms (1993 - PrEsEnt)

Over the years we have improved product from drinking, whole home and specialty systems where listing 
all parts for all product would be difficult and potentially confusing to homeowner, contractor and even our 
represetatives and distributors. We are here to help you.

Please do the following, so you can help us to help you 

1 - From the list below, identify your type of system (sink, whole home, well water, etc.)
2 - From the list below, look for a model number on a bracket or on the face of a valve
3 - Take pictures (the more the better) of the following:
   take picture(s) so we can see the entire item
   take a picture of the model number you see
   take picture(s) that show us the installation
   and picture(s) of an issue or part in question
 
nOtE: Review your pictures. If you can see things clearly and it represents what you have - those are the 
pictures we can use to help you identify your system, what filter or parts need replacing or advice to service 
what you have. 

Please email those pictures and any product information and questions with your name, phone 
number and address to customerservice@ewswater.com and we will be able to help you. 

Drinking Water filtration: (1993-2012) White Housings: Drinking Water Filtration (2012 - ) Twist On/Off Filters 
   Single Stage:  FUGAC100, FUGAC150     Single Stage InLine: SS-1.0
   Two-Stage:  FUGAC200, FUGAC250    Single Stage Max Flow:  SS-2.5 
   Three-Stage:  FUGAC300, FUGAC350    Three-Stage:  DWS
   2- or 3-Stage w/UV: UU250, UU350     Three Stage w/UV: DWS-UV

reverse Osmosis: (1993-2012) White Housings:  Reverse Osmosis (2012 - ) Twist On/Off Filters 
   Three-Stage:  RU300C18, RU300C18-UV    Three-Stage:  RO3, RO3-UV
   Four-Stage:  RU400T35, RU400T35-UV    Four-Stage:  RO4, RO4-UV
   Five-Stage:   RU500T35, RU500T35-UV (1993 - ) system for well water with a pump

WHOLE HOmE WatEr fiLtratiOn: 
EWS (filtration & conditioning), CWL (filtration only) by Tank Size & Valve Used

EWS-1035 LTD (DTV 1993-2011), EWS-1035 LTD (7000 2011-2018), EWS-1035 (touch screen 2018-2022), EWS-1035-V2 (2022 - )
CWL-1035 LTD (DTV 1993-2011), CWL-1035 LTD (7000 2011-2018), CWL-1035 (touch screen 2018-2022), CWL-1035-V2 (2022 - )

EWS-1354 (DTV 1993-2011), EWS-Spectrum (7000 2011-2018), EWS-Spectrum-TS (touch screen 2018-2022), EWS-Spectrum-V2 (2022 - )
CWL-1354 (DTV 1993-2011), CWL-Spectrum (7000 2011-2018), CWL-Spectrum-TS (touch screen 2018-2022), CWL-Spectrum-V2 (2022 - )

EWS-1354-1.5 or EWS-1354-11/2” (2850v 1993-2022), EWS-Spectrum-V2-1.5 (2022 - )
CWL-1354-1.5 or CWL-1354-11/2” (2850v 1993-2022), CWL-Spectrum-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

EWS-CC-1465-7 (7000 2011- 2018), EWS-CC-1465 (touch screen 2018-2022), EWS-1465-V2 (2022 - ), EWS-1465-V2-1.5 (2022 - )
CWL-CC-1465-7 (7000 2011- 2018), CWL-CC-1465 (touch screen 2018-2022), CWL-1465-V2 (2022 - ), CWL-1465-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

EWS-1665-1.5 or EWS-1665-11/2” (2850v 1993-2022), EWS-1665-V2-1.5 (2022 - ), EWS-1665-2 (1993-2022), EWS-1665-V2-2 (2022 - )
CWL-1665-1.5 or CWL-1665-11/2” (2850v 1993-2022), CWL-1665-V2-1.5 (2022 - ), CWL-1665-2 (1993-2022), CWL-1665-V2-2 (2022 - ) 

EWS-CC-2472 or EWS-2472 (1993-2022), EWS-2472-V2-2 (2022 - ), CWL-CC-2472 or CWL-2472 (1993-2022), CWL-2472-V2-2 (2022 - )

Discontinued:
EWS-1054 (DTV 1987-2011), CWL-1054 (DTV 1987-2011), 
EWS-1354-HF (2750v 1987-2011), CWL-1354-HF (2750v 1987-2011), 
EWS-CC-1865-7 (7000 2011- 2018), EWS-CC-1865 (touch screen 2018-2022) 
CWL-CC-1865-7 (7000 2011- 2018), CWL-CC-1865 (touch screen 2018-2022)
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SpECiaLTy WaTER TREaTmEnT, SOFTEning & FiLTRaTiOn SySTEmS:

 
Heater guard
EWS-HEATER-GUARD-3/4”  
EWS-HEATER-GUARD-1.5

softener systems 
*3 valve options from 1993-2022 - along with any information please provide pictures to help us identify the correct system
Cabinet Systems:  *RT1035 (DTV 1993-2011, 7000 2011-2018, or touch screen 2018-2022),  RT1035-V2 (2022 - )
 
Twin Tank Systems:  *TT1054 (DTV 1993-2011, 7000 2011-2018, or touch screen 2018-2022),   TT1054-V2 (2022 - )
   *TT1354 (DTV 1993-2011, 7000 2011-2018, or touch screen 2018-2022),    TT1354-V2 (2022 - )

Twin Tank Systems 1-1/2”:  TT1354-1.5 or TT1354-11/2”,          TT1354-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

point of Entry - Cartridge Filtration Unit
BB-FUGAC200A-1

pre-Sediment - 5 micron Cartridge Unit
BB-FUGAC200A-1

pre-Sediment media Systems - 3 micron Tank with Valve - Self Cleaning Unit
*3 valve options from 1993-2022 - along with any information please provide pictures to help us identify the correct system
*PRESED-1054  (DTV 1993-2011, 7000 2011-2018, or touch screen 2018-2022),   PRESED-1054-V2 (2022 - )
*PRESED-1354  (DTV 1993-2011, 7000 2011-2018, or touch screen 2018-2022),       PRESED-1354-V2 (2022 - )

PRESED-1354-1.5 or PRESED-1354-11/2”,           PRESED-1354-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

iron Removal Systems - 3 micron Tank with Valve Self Cleaning Unit
*valve options from 1993-2022 - along with any information please provide pictures to help us identify the correct system
*EWS-IRON-1054,             EWS-IRON-1054-V2 (2022 - )
*EWS-IRON-1354,             EWS-IRON--1354-V2 (2022 - )

EWS-IRON-1354-1.5 or EWS-IRON-1354-11/2”,          EWS-IRON-1354-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

pH Decreasing (softener) systems  
*valve options from 1993-2022 - along with any information please provide pictures to help us identify the correct system
*TT-1054-PH-DN,             TT-1054-PH-DN-V2 (2022 - )
*TT-1354-PH-DN,             TT-1354-PH-DN-V2 (2022 - )

TT-1354-PH-DN-1.5 or TT-1354-PH-DN-11/2”,          TT-1354-PH-DN-V2-1.5 (2022 - )

pH increasing Units - no Valves
EWS-1054-PH -100, -55, or -64
EWS-1354-PH -100, -55, or -64

For larger systems not listed or for commercial systems please provide pictures to help us identify the system(s), the valve, 
and your installation along with any and all information that will help us in order to help you 


